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A new approach for reducing the number
of triangles representing an isosurface in
volumetric data is presented. The basic
idea is to classify the configurations of the
marching cubes approach into types. Sur-
face patches traversing neighboring cubes
of the same type can be merged into
patches, which can be approximated with
fewer and larger triangles. Experimental
results show that the number of triangles
is about 50% of that obtained with the
marching cubes algorithm, with compara-
ble image quality. The execution time
is somewhat longer than that of the
marching cubes algorithm.
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1 Introduction

In many 3D imaging applications, object informa-
tion is visualized and analyzed on the basis of
object surfaces extracted from volumetric data
(Artzy et al. 1981; Elvins 1992; Fuchs et al. 1977).
The volumetric data can be obtained by com-
puted tomography (CT), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), etc. In most cases, volumetric
data are given in a slice form, i.e., a sequence of
cross-sectional images. Since each pixel in vol-
umetric data is representative of the density of
a real object, an object surface can be acquired by
extracting the surfaces representing the same den-
sity (isosurfaces). One well-known algorithm for
extracting isosurfaces from volumetric data is the
marching cubes algorithm (MC) (Lorensen and
Cline 1987).
The most prominent merit of the MC is the high-
quality image due to subvoxel processing. The
algorithm, however, has several disadvantages.
First, since it generates a large number of tri-
angles, the cost of maintaining and rendering the
data is considerable. Second, the execution time is
not acceptable for the interactive manipulation of
many applications (Wilhelms and Van Gelder
1992). Finally, due to an ambiguity of the surface
configurations in a cube, a hole can be generated
(Dürst 1988). To resolve these problems, many
approaches have been taken.
To improve the execution time, Wilhelms and
Van Gelder (1992) propose the technique of re-
ducing the search space by using the octree for
input data. The idea arose from the fact that the
number of cubes with surface intersections is
30%—40% of the whole space. The method is very
useful for interactive manipulation, but additional
costs for constructing the octree and processing
memory are inevitable.
As for the approach of reducing the number of
triangles, Cline et al. (1988) propose the dividing
cubes algorithm. The algorithm employs points
instead of triangles as the geometric primitive. To
render the points, however, special hardware is
needed. Ning and Hesselink (1992) propose an
octree-pruning technique to extract variable res-
olution isosurfaces while minimizing volumetric
error. They introduce a new criterion in octree
pruning — the volumetric misclassification error
(VME). The algorithm starts with a full octree
and prunes away nodes where the trade-off
between the VME and the number of polygons is
favorable. The algorithm reduces the number of
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polygons drastically, but the execution time is still
long. Müller and Stark (1993) propose another
approach, known as the splitting box algorithm.
After a large box containing all the input data is
created, it is recursively subdivided until the re-
sulting boxes consist of eight neighboring voxels.
Whenever a so-called MC box is acquired during
the subdivision process, polygons are created.
These polygons are checked by further subdivid-
ing the box and are refined if the approximation is
not good enough. They solve the crack problem
by stretching the curved polyline on a common
MC face to a straight polyline. Due to the possi-
bility of numerical errors, this approach is unac-
ceptable in applications for which accuracy is
critical. Although the algorithm can reduce the
number of polygons greatly and it is faster than
the MC, it requires a large processing memory.
As for the postprocessing approach to reduce the
number of polygons from polygonal data, several
methods are proposed by Hamann (1994), Hinker
and Hansen (1993), Schroeder et al. (1992), and
Turk (1992).
This paper proposes a new surface extraction
method, the type-merging algorithm. The objective
is to solve several problems presented in previous
works as follows: a large number of polygons and
an ambiguity problem in the MC, the large amount
of memory required, and the crack problem in the
adaptive surface-approximation approaches. The
proposed algorithm employs a bottom-up ap-
proach as opposed to the general multiresolution
algorithms that adopt the top-down approach.
In the next section, we briefly review the MC. The
general definitions for some terminologies and
notations used in this paper are introduced in the
following section. The basic idea of the type-
merging scheme, the type classification of cubes,
and the scheme for merging the cubes using the
classified type are described in Sect. 4. The
algorithm, the method for solving an ambiguity
problem, and experimental results are described
in Sects. 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Sect. 8.

2 A brief review of the marching
cubes algorithm (MC)

The MC examines the cube defined by eight
neighboring vertices of the input grid. The state of

each vertex of a cube is one if its value is greater
than or equal to a given threshold value, and zero
otherwise. The surface intersects those cube edges
where one vertex has state one and the other has
state zero. Since a cube has eight vertices and each
vertex has two states, one and zero, there are only
256 cases in which a surface can intersect the cube.
Using rotational and complementary symmetry,
we can reduce these 256 cases to 15 basic config-
urations, as shown in Fig. 1. With these basic
configurations, a look-up table can be established.
It yields the list of edges intersected for each
configuration. The cube index calculated by using
cube numbering (Fig. 2) is used to access the look-
up table. The algorithm scans the cubes of the
input grid, one by one in scanline order, and finds
the surface intersection in the cube using
the look-up table. Finally, the algorithm reports
the vertex position and vertex normal of each
triangle.

3 General definitions

In this section, general definitions of some termi-
nologies and notations used in this paper are
introduced.
Firstly, we define the reference directions shown
in Fig. 3 in a cuberille space, (Herman et al. 1979)
which is a dissection into equal cubes by three
orthogonal sets of equally spaced parallel planes.

Definition 1. In a cuberille space, each of the 6-
reference directions shown in Fig. 3a is called a
primary direction and is denoted by X, where
X3M¸, ¹, R, D, B, FN. Each diagonal direction
represented by the combination of two primary
directions is called a secondary direction and is
denoted by ½, where ½3M¸¹, ¹R, RD, D¸, B¹,
¹F, FD, DB, ¸F, FR, RB, B¸N. Also, each dia-
gonal direction represented by the combination of
three primary directions is called a tertiary direc-
tion and is denoted by Z, where Z3M¸¹F, ¸¹B,
¹RF, ¹RB, RDF, RDB, D¸F, D¸BN. Figure 3b
shows several examples of secondary and tertiary
directions.

Definition 2. If a cube is intersected by an object
surface, then the intersected face of the cube is
called a surface intersection.
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Fig. 1. Fifteen basic configurations of the triangulated cubes

Fig. 2. Cube numbering and cube indexing in the marching cubes

Definition 3. If a cube contains a surface intersec-
tion, then the cube is called a boundary cube.

Definition 4. If the face of a boundary cube has
adjacent vertices with different states, but has
diagonal vertices in the same state, then the face of
the boundary cube is called an ambiguity face.
Also, if a boundary cube has one or more ambi-
guity faces, then the boundary cube is called an
ambiguity (boundary) cube. A boundary cube with
only one ambiguity face is called a 1-face ambi-
guity (boundary) cube. Similarly, boundary cubes
with two, three, and six ambiguity faces are called
2-face, 3-face, and 6-face ambiguity (boundary)
cubes, respectively.

Definition 5. In a cuberille space, if two cubes
have one common cube face, then the two cubes
are said to be 6-connected in a cuberille space. If
two cubes have one common edge or more, then
the two cubes are said to be 18-connected in
a cuberille space. Also, if two cubes have one or
more common vertices, then the two cubes are
said to be 26-connected in a cuberille space.

Definition 6. In a cuberille space, all the cubes
that are 6-connected to a cube, are called the
6-neighborhood of the cube. All the cubes that are
18-connected to a cube are called the 18-neigh-
borhood of the cube. Also, all the cubes that are

26-connected to a cube are called the 26-neigh-
borhood of the cube.

4 The type-merging scheme

In this section, we introduce the basic idea of type
merging and the classification of each type. Fi-
nally, we introduce the type merging scheme in
detail. Note that, in the following sections, the
‘‘neighbors’’ of a cube are its 18-neighborhood in
a cuberille space.

4.1 The basic idea

Firstly, we assume that all objects considered
have smooth surfaces because they are extracted
from volumetric data obtained from tomography
of solidlike objects.
The flat surface of an object can be constructed
from the cubes appearing continuously in a
cuberille space and containing a particular shape
of surface intersection. From the surface shape of
such a cube, we can find that it has an expansibil-
ity towards its neighbors. Conversely, if the cubes
contain an expansible surface intersection and
appear continuously in a cuberille space, they can
construct the flat surface of an object. Therefore, if
we merge these cubes and create large triangular
surface patches within them, the partially jagged
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Fig. 3. Reference directions and their notations:
a primary directions; b secondary (thin arrow) and
tertiary (thick arrow)

Fig. 4. The occurrence of cubes that contain surface
intersections with expansibility and that merging; a the
one-directional merge, b the two-directional merge

Fig. 5. The orientation of surfaces constructed by each type

surface is approximated by a flat surface, and the
number of surface patches is possibly reduced.
This is the basic concept used to reduce the num-
ber of triangles extracted from volumetric data.
For example, Fig. 4 shows the continuous occur-
rence of cubes containing an expansible surface
intersection (left) and the result after merging
them (right).
When generating the surface intersection in a
cube, we do not consider only the cube, but
also its neighborhood, to check for the possibility
of merging. For this, we look at the type of
each cube, which is classified according to
the expansibility of surface intersections in the
cube.

4.2 The classification of each type

Analyzing the relationship between an object sur-
face and an occurrence of a boundary cube, we
know that an object surface can be constructed by
several boundary cubes appearing with some

regularity in a cuberille space. The boundary
cubes among 128 cube configurations resulting
from applying only complementary symmetry are
classified into five groups typed according to the
regularity of their appearance in a cuberille space,
as follows:

f ¹ype 0. This type is a collection of boundary
cubes that can appear continuously along two
primary directions in a cuberille space. Then the
surface intersection of cubes of this type has an
expansibility in two primary directions. For
example, cube configuration 8 shown in Fig. 1
belongs to this type.
f ¹ype 1. This type is a collection of boundary
cubes that can appear continuously in both a pri-
mary and a secondary direction in a cuberille
space. The surface intersection of cubes of this
type has expansibility in both the primary and
secondary directions. For example, cube config-
uration 2 shown in Fig. 1 belongs to this
type. Though cube configuration 10 belongs to
this type, we do not include it because it has an
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Fig. 6. Examples of different types of merging: a type-0 merging; b type-1 merging; c type-2 merging; d type-3 merging.
Note that each number represents the index of a boundary cube

ambiguity, as well as several surface intersection
patches (which are not connected to each other).
f ¹ype 2. This type is a collection of boundary
cubes that can appear continuously in one or two
secondary directions in a cuberille space. The sur-
face intersection of cubes of this type has expansi-
bility in one or two secondary directions. As
shown in Fig. 1, for example, cube configuration
5 can appear in one secondary direction and cube

configuration 9 can appear in two secondary
directions.
f ¹ype 3. This type is a group of boundary cubes
that appears repeatedly in a cuberille space. The
boundary cubes of the previously mentioned
types can be said to be of this type also if they are
members of one of these groups.
f ¹ype 4. This type is a collection of boundary
cubes that do not belong to any of the previously
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mentioned types. Since the surface intersection in
a cube of this type does not have any expansibil-
ity, it does not participate in any merging.

If an object does not have a very complex shape,
the occurrence frequency of a type-4 cube is very
low. Using just the four types, we can construct
most object surfaces in any orientation. The sur-
face orientation of object surfaces constructed by
each type is shown in Fig. 5.

4.3 The type-merging scheme

Using the types classified, we now describe the
details of each type merge.

4.3.1 The type-0 merging

This merging occurs when type 0 cubes appear
continuously in any primary direction in a
cuberille space. For example, Fig. 6a shows that
a cube of index 00001111(15) appears conti-
nuously in two primary directions, ¹ and R, in
a cuberille space (left) and shows the generation of
large triangles after merging the cubes (right). In
this merging, there are two available merging di-
rections represented by the arrows in Fig. 6a, and
the merging consists of the same boundary cubes.
Type 0 boundary cubes and their merging direc-
tions are described in Table 1.

4.3.2 The type-1 merging

This merging occurs when type 1 cubes appear
continuously along both a primary and a second-
ary direction in a cuberille space. In Fig. 6b, for
example, two cubes of indices 00000110(6) and
01101111(111), appear continuously along the ¹

direction, but each cube also appears continuous-
ly along the FR direction in a cuberille space (left).
The result of merging the cubes is the generation
of large triangles (right). In this merging, there
are two available merging directions. Also, only
boundary cubes of two different indices are
merged. Type 1 boundary cubes and their
merging directions are described in Table 1.

Table 1. Type table. Note that each number represents the index
of each boundary cube

Type Merging Major boundary cube Minor boundary
direction cube

0 T, R 15
T, F 102
R, F 51

1 R, FD 3, 63
F, LT 17, 68
T, LF 9, 96
R, TF 12, 48
F, TR 34, 119
T, FR 6, 111

2 LT 11, 14, 31, 79 1, 4, 16, 64
TR 7, 13, 47, 112 2, 8, 32, 127
FD 25, 38, 100, 103 1, 2, 64, 127
TF 70, 98, 110, 118 4, 8, 16, 32
LF 19, 50, 59, 115 1, 8, 32, 64
FR 35, 49, 55, 76 2, 4, 16, 127
FR, LT 78 4, 16
LF, TR 114 8, 32
LT, LF 27 8, 64
TR, FR 39 4, 127

49, 70, 78 K 16

LT

4 76, 78, 110

19, 27, 100 K 1

3 64 25, 27, 59

32 K 50, 114, 118

TR 98, 114, 115 8

2 K 35, 39, 103

38, 39, 55 127

4.3.3 The type-2 merging

This merging occurs when type 2 cubes appear
continuously along one or two secondary direc-
tions in a cuberille space. In Fig. 6c, for example,
the upper figure shows the merging of cubes that
appear continuously along two secondary direc-
tions (¸¹ and FR) in a cuberille space. The two
cubes of indices 11111011(4) and 00010000(16) are
wedged between two cubes of index 10110001(78).
Due to the role of boundary cubes in the merging,
we call two boundary cubes of indices 11111011(4)
and 00010000(16) minor boundary cubes and the
boundary cube of index 10110001(78) is called
a major boundary cube. The lower figure shows the
merging of cubes which appear continuously
along one secondary direction (FR) in a cuberille
space. In this case, the major boundary cubes
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Table 2. Vertex moving table
Merging Fixed vertices Moving vertices
direction

T e1, e3, e5, e7 e0Pe2, e4Pe6, e8Pe10, e9Pe11
D e1, e3, e5, e7 e2Pe0, e6Pe4, e10Pe8, e11Pe9
F e8, e9, e10, e11 e0Pe4, e1Pe5, e2Pe6, e3Pe7
B e8, e9, e10, e11 e4Pe0, e5Pe1, e6Pe2, e7Pe3
L e0, e2, e4, e6 e1Pe3, e5Pe7, e9Pe8, e11Pe10
R e0, e2, e4, e6 e3Pe1, e7Pe5, e8Pe9, e10Pe11
TF e0, e2, e4, e6 e1Pe11, e3Pe10, e8Pe7, e9Pe5
FD e0, e2, e4, e6 e11Pe1, e10Pe3, e7Pe8, e5Pe9
TR e8, e9, e10, e11 e0Pe1, e3Pe2, e4Pe5, e7Pe6
LT e8, e9, e10, e11 e1Pe0, e2Pe3, e5Pe4, e6Pe7
FR e1, e3, e5, e7 e0Pe9, e2Pe11, e8Pe4, e10Pe6
LF e1, e3, e5, e7 e9Pe0, e11Pe2, e4Pe8, e6Pe10

are the cubes of indices 01110000(112) and
11010000(47) and the minor boundary cubes
are the cubes of indices 00100000(32) and
10000000(127).
In this merging, there are one or two available
merging directions and only boundary cubes of
three different indices are merged. Type-2 bound-
ary cubes and their merging directions are de-
scribed in Table 1. Since an object surface with
a secondary directional surface orientation gener-
ates more triangles than one with a primary direc-
tional surface orientation does, type-2 merging is
more efficient for reducing the number of triangles
than other types.

4.3.4 The type-3 merging

Unlike other mergings, this one occurs when a
group consisting of particular cubes appears repeat-
edly in a cuberille space. Fig. 6d shows this group.
To form this group, the cube in the bottom left
position must have an index of 11111011(4) and the
cube in the top right position must have an index
of 00010000(16) (left). The resulting surface after
the merging is locally flat within the group (right).
In this merging, only four grops exist, as shown in
Table 1. Note that all the possible combinations
of cubes within a group, while maintaining their
topological positions, are equivalent.

5 The algorithm

We used a procedure similar to that of the MC to
extract the isosurface in volumetric data, but the

generation approach of the surface intersection
in a cube is different. Using the characteristics
of each type as defined, we can establish the
type table as shown in Table 1. Table 1 has
information regarding the available merging
directions of each type and the major and minor
boundary cubes that can join in that type.
The major boundary-cube section of type 3
in Table 1 shows groups containing four bound-
ary cubes each. The boundary cubes shown
in bold must be located in that particular
position in order to form the groups. All bound-
ary cubes not presented in the type table belong to
type 4.
Now, we make another table called a vertex mov-
ing table, which represents the transition of
vertices of a triangle for each merging direction
when a merging of any type occurs. In the vertex
moving table (Table 2), each edge, e(x), represents
the cube edge intersected by an object surface,
which is defined by Fig. 2. Thus, the vertex lying
on the edge can be calculated by linearly interpo-
lating the grid data. ‘‘Fixed vertices’’ are the
vertices that do not need to move for merging.
‘‘Moving vertices’’ are the vertices that might be
moved to the target positions (represented by the
cube edges following an arrow in Table 2) for the
merging.
For example, Fig. 7 shows a merging of two cubes
that uses the type table and the vertex moving
table. The cubes of index 00000011(3) are type
1 and have two available merging directions,
R and FD, as shown in Table 1. In this case, the
only available merging direction is the R direc-
tion. Therefore, two cubes are merged by moving
the vertices in the R direction. Figure 7b and c
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Fig. 7. The merging of two cubes: a two cubes of index 00000011 (3) that are the type 1 and have two available
merging directions, R and FD; b the resulting surface after moving the vertex on e3 to the vertex on e1; c the resulting
surface after moving the vertex on e8 to the vertex on e9

Fig. 8. Examples of merging six cubes step by step: a the indices of the six cubes — binary (decimal); b type and
available merging direction for each cube — type (merging directions); c initial triangulation by applying the MC; d after
moving the vertex from 2 to 3; e after moving the vertex from 7 to 8; f after moving the vertex from 11 to 12; g after moving
the vertex from 8 to 9; h final results

show the resulting surface after e3 and e8 move to
e1 and e9, respectively.
When moving the vertex, we regard each edge of
the triangle connected to the moving vertex as an
elastic string. Thus, the length of the edge is ex-
panded or shrunk in accordance with the moving
of the vertex. We use this technique to process the
edges of triangles on common faces of neighbor-
ing cubes, in the same way. Thus, cracks do not
occur. For example, Fig. 8 shows the processing
procedure of six cubes of different types. The
cubes are processed row by row, starting from the
bottom left position and moving upwards. As

shown in Fig. 8h, the contours on common faces
between the upper three cubes and the lower three
cubes are processed in the same way. Therefore,
cracks do not occur.
Using the two look-up tables (the type and vertex
moving tables) we developed the ¹ype-Merging
algorithm. Unlike other multiresolution algori-
thms, we adopt the bottom-up approach that
merges boundary cubes, step by step, starting
from full resolution.
The algorithm examines the cubes between the
middle two slices in scanline order. The variables
SLICE and INDEX have the same dimensions as
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Algorithm ¹ype-Merging
Input: a sequence of cross sectional images
Output: list of the triangle’s vertices

Begin
1: Read four image slices into memory: SLICE [0 : 3].
2: Calculate the index for all cubes belonging to the first three slices: INDEX [0 : 1].
3: For all boundary cubes (C

i
) belonging to INDEX [0].

3.1: Determine the type and merging direction with the type table.
3.2: Check the merging possibility of C

i
by examining the neighboring cubes (C

j
) in the merging direction (MD(C

i
)).

3.3: If it is possible, then
3.3.1 If FLAG[C

i
]""(MD(C

i
) or NULL), then

3.3.2 Find triangle surface patches within C
i
, which are represented by the cube edges intersected by object surface.

3.3.3 Merge the surface within C
i
with that of its neighbor (C

j
) by moving its vertices with the vertex moving table.

3.3.4 FLAG[C
j
]"MD(C

i
).

3.3.5 Else, create the triangle surface patches within C
i
.

3.4: Else, create the triangle surface patches within C
i
.

4: read the next slice into memory and go to step 2.
5: If all the slices are processed, output the position and normal of the triangle’s vertices.

End

a slice of an input image. After finding the type
and available merging directions of a cube, the
algorithm attempts to merge it with its neighbor-
ing cubes lying in the merging directions. When
merging a boundary cube with its neighbor, the
resulting surface can be distorted if the merging
direction is not consistent with its previous
merging direction. To prevent surface distortion,
the algorithm selects either a more efficient
merging direction or none at all. The FLAG at
each cube shown in 3.3.4 of the ¹ype-Merging
algorithm is used for this selection.
Currently, the algorithm does not merge all of the
boundary cubes lying in available merging direc-
tions because its processing order is sometimes
inconsistent with the merging direction of a cube.
Due to this limitation, a problem might be the
generation of fan-shaped triangles by the merging
of many cubes along only one direction. This
problem, however, can be solved by restricting the
number of cubes participating in a merging or by
changing the processing order.
Another problem is that two cubes of the same
type may have considerably different surface
shapes. This is because a cube’s type is classified
by its regularity of appearance in a cuberille space.
Therefore, the algorithm can sometimes excessive-
ly approximate the object surface. However, this
problem occurs when the object is very complex,
and this is excluded by the assumption from the
beginning of Sect. 4.1.

6 Handling ambiguity

Ambiguity occurs on any cube face that has
adjacent vertices in different states and diagonal
vertices in the same state (Fig. 9a). Due to
this ambiguity, the MC can create a hole (Dürst
1988). In an ambiguity cube, there are two
triangulated surface configurations (Fig. 9b),
but the MC takes only one of them by using
a predefined look-up table. Hence, the ambiguity
can result in the hole as shown in Fig. 9c.
Among the 15 basic configurations of the cubes
defined by the marching cubes, the cube config-
urations with ambiguity are 3, 6, 7, 10, 12, and
13, etc.
There are many approaches for solving the ambi-
guity problem. Firstly, Wyvill et al. (1986) propose
choosing a surface configuration by comparing
the center value with a threshold. The center value
is approximated by averaging four vertices of an
ambiguity face (Fig. 10). Its accuracy, however,
degenerates because the vertices of the neighboring
cubes are not used to determine the center value.
Nielson et al. (1991) propose a method that uses
an asymptotic decider. An asymptotic decider is
a variable position used in place of the center, and
its value is calculated by bilinearly interpolating
four grid values. To determine the correct surface
configuration for an ambiguity cube, they con-
sider all the available cases of configurations.
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Fig. 9. Ambiguity problems: a the state of a cube face with an ambiguity; b examples of available choices for
configuration 3 defined by the marching cubes algorithm; c invalid configuration choice causing a hole; d valid
configuration choice removing a hole

Fig. 10. Wyvill’s approach for handling an ambiguity problem: a the center value of an ambiguity face; b the process
of selecting a surface configuration

Fig. 11. The ambiguity handling for a cube with multiple ambiguity faces. a the cube with 2-faces ambiguity; b two
alternative configurations; c inconsistency problem; d the configurations after adding the vertex that is interior to
the cube

Wilhelms and Van Gelder (1994) take another
approach that uses gradient consistency heuris-
tics. By fitting the vertex vlaues of neighboring
cubes into quadratic and hyperbolic functions, the
best function is chosen. Although this approach
reconstructs the surface with great accuracy, it is
very time consuming. Ning and Bloomenthal
(1993) review the disambiguation methods in
terms of topological consistency and correctness.
Topological consistency can be achieved by re-
moving artifacts like holes. To achieve topological
correctness, the behavior of some assumed inter-
polant must be matched.

When processing a cube with multiple ambiguity
faces as shown in Fig. 11a, an inconsistency prob-
lem can occur if we use the Wyvill’s method
(Fig. 11c). To solve this problem, Nielson et al.
add a new vertex that is interior to the cube
(Fig. 11d). For a cube with 3-face ambiguity or
more, however, the surface configurations are so
complex that they look unrealistic. Furthermore,
the in-face edges that are created by adding an
extra vertex are undesirable because they create
discontinuities (Van Gelder and Wilhalms 1994).
In this paper, to achieve both topological con-
sistency and correctness, we propose a fast and
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simple method for handling ambiguity. We use
the asymptotic decider and its value for determin-
ing the contour on an ambiguity face, as done by
Nielson and Hamann (1991). However, we con-
sider only two alternative surface configurations
for each ambiguity cube (Lorensen 1993) as
shown in Fig. 11b. In the algorithm, the process-
ing sequences are as follows. First, the topological
correctness is tested by determining the correct
contours on an ambiguity face. Then, the con-
tours on another ambiguity face or a face of its
neighbors is chosen in such a way that the result is
topologically consistent. Holes can occur if the
contours on an ambiguity face are not shared by
any triangles. However, these holes can be re-
moved by forcing the contours of an ambiguity
face to be shared.
For example, the left parts of Fig. 9c and d show
two different surface configurations. In Fig. 9c,
since the contours on the ambiguity face are not
shared by triangles of adjacent cubes (left), the
resulting surface has a hole (right). In Fig. 9d,
however, the contours on the ambiguity face
are shared by the triangles of the adjacent cubes
(left). Therefore, the resulting surface does not
have a hole (right). The surface configuration for
a cube with multiple ambiguity faces can be deter-
mined by the contours on a face whether it is fixed
or not. To do this, we use the neighboring cube
information, as done by Wilhelms. From two al-
ternative surface configurations of the ambiguity
cube, we establish the look-up table for each
configuration. We use this look-up table to select
a surface configuration such that the contours
on an ambiguity face are also shared with the
triangles of a neighboring cube. As a result, by
considering the neighbor information to deter-
mine the surface configuration in an ambiguity
cube, the topological consistency problem is easily
solved.

7 Experimental results

In testing our algorithm against that of the MC,
we implemented the two algorithms in C language
and executed them on a SUN SPARC2. As test
input data, we used CT images that form a se-
quence of cross-sections of a human head and
skull. Figure 12 shows the wire frame reconstruc-
tion of the surface extracted by applying the two

algorithms for a part of the skull image. The MC
constructed the object surface with many small
triangles, as shown in Fig. 12a. However, Fig. 12b
shows the type-merging algorithm constructing
the object surface with a few large triangles. By
adopting triangles sized appropriately for an ob-
ject shape, the number of triangles is drastically
reduced.
As the first set of test data, we used the head CT
image. There are 30 slices of 128]128 images.
Figure 13 shows the wire frame and the Phong
shading reconstruction of the surface extracted
from the head CT images. The results of the
MC are shown in Fig. 18a and b, and the results of
the type-merging algorithm are shown in Fig. 13c
and d. The hole presented in Fig. 13b (below the
nose) is removed as shown in Fig. 13d. For these
data, the type-merging algorithm reduced the
number of triangles to about 53% of that of the
marching cubes. In spite of this reduction, the
quality of the resulting image was not greatly
diminished.
As the second set of test data, we used the skull CT
images. There are 60 slices of 128]128 images.
Figure 14 shows the Phongshaded images of the
surface extracted by applying the two algorithms.
The holes, such as those along the bridge of nose
presented in Fig. 14a, which are a result of the
MC, are removed by the type-merging algorithm
as shown in Fig. 14b. For these data, our algo-
rithm reduced the number of triangles to about
50% of that of the MC.
The comparison of the performance of the two
algorithms in terms of the number of triangles and
the execution time is presented in Table 3. From
this table, we see that the type-merging algorithm
reduced the number of triangles to about 50% of
that of the marching cubes algorithm. As for the
execution time, the type-merging algorithm saved
time by not generating all of the vertices of the
triangles, but it lost time because it had to con-
sider the neighboring cubes of each boundary
cube. As a result, it took the type-merging algo-
rithm longer to merge the cubes, but the difference
in execution time between the two algorithms was
negligible. Table 4 shows the statistics of ambi-
guity handling for the two data sets. Though the
procedure for handling ambiguity is very com-
plex, it does not affects the execution time much.
The reason is that the ambiguities occur very
seldom (Table 4).
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Fig. 12. Wire-frame reconstruction of a part
of skull data: a marching cubes algorithm
(no. of triangles"1828); b type-merging
algorithm (no. of triangles"818)

Fig. 13. The results for head CT images as
test data: a wire-frame reconstruction of the
surface extracted by the marching cubes
algorithm (MC); b Phong shading of the
surface extracted by the MC; c wire-frame
reconstruction of the surface extracted by
the type-merging algorithm (TM); d Phong
shading of the surface extracted by the TM

Fig. 14. The results of Skull CT images as test
data: a Phong shading of the surface extracted
by MC, b Phong shading of the surface extracted
by TM
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Table 3. Comparison of the two algorithms in terms of the number of triangles extracted and the execution time

Volumetric Marching cubes algorithm Type-merging algorithm TM/MC
data

Number of Execution time Number of Execution time Percentage of Execution time
triangles (s) triangles (s) triangles (s)

Head CT data 53854 13.399 28896 17.283 53.6 1.289
Skull CT data 97602 26.216 48685 32.949 49.9 1.257

Table 4. The statistics of ambiguities for the two data sets in the type-merging algorithm

Head CT data Skull CT data

Occurences First Second Occurrences First Second
configuration configuration configuration configuration

One-face ambiguity 127 33 94 123 19 104
Two-face ambiguity 45 39 6 29 23 6
Three-face ambiguity 3 1 2 5 1 4
Six-face ambiguity 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total number of
ambiguity cubes 175 73 102 157 43 114
Rate of ambiguity cubes 0.65% 0.32%
Total cubes on the surface 26980 48624

Note that ‘‘first configuration’’ and ‘‘second configuration’’ mean the number of ambiguity cubes handled with the first and second
surface configurations, respectively.

8 Conclusions

This paper proposes a new approach, the type-
merging algorithm, which reduces the number of
triangles representing an isosurface extracted
from volumetric data. The basic idea of our work
is to allow the size of triangle surface patches to
vary with the shape of an object surface. Unlike
algorithms employed in a top-down approach, we
take a bottom-up approach and use a scheme of
merging cubes at full resolution. By considering
not only a cube, but also its neighbors, merging
tiny surface patches and solving the ambiguity
problem is easy. Compared with other multi-
resolution algorithms, our algorithm has some
advantages; namely, less memory is required for
processing, small objects are not missed and
cracks do not occur.
The experimental results show that the number of
triangles is about 50% of that of the MC for two
data sets. The resolution of the resulting image is
somewhat lower than that of the MC, but it is
acceptable. The difference in the execution times
of the two algorithms is negligible.
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